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Field Crops Newsletter

June 25, 2001

In General:
When market conditions are poor it’s difficult to do the aggressive things that produce high yields. Right now
prices are very poor, but somehow we have to continue doing at least the critical practices that will allow crops to
produce well. It’s also difficult to write about these things during times like this, but I want to go over a few ideas in an
effort to keep you thinking.
Cotton:

In general, the crop looks good. In some instances plant development and fruiting are very good, but some
fields are just now getting started setting squares. The variation can be attributed to several things; planting date, seed
depth, seed quality, drainage conditions, seed treatment, tillage systems, variety, and others; not necessarily in that
order. Growth stage ranges from eight to ten nodes on the low end to eighteen or even twenty nodes on the high end.
Square retention in this area has been good in general, but we may soon be finding higher plant bug numbers
that could threatened this valuable early fruit. Most of the plant bugs I have been finding have been adult tarnished
plant bugs, but some fields also have smatterings of fleahoppers. We have also been finding a newcomer that is being
called the “scentless plant bug”, but according to Dr. Layton this plant bug is not a fruit feeder and should not be
included in counts. It’s a little larger than a tarnished, but can easily be mistaken for the more destructive pest. So far
we are seeing few if any plant bug nymphs, and this suggests that in-field reproduction is very low, and possibly that
newly hatched insects are being destroyed by beneficials. Stinkbugs are also showing up in many fields, and we can’t
allow this rascal to get a foothold since it can be very destructive.
We also need to be watching budworm and bollworm populations closely since moths are beginning to turn up
in fields. Other worms like loopers, salt marsh caterpillars, and yellow striped armyworms are showing up in the net in
many fields too. These can damage tender plant terminals if numbers get high. “Hornworms” have also been found in
some fields. None of these larvae should cause a big problem, but we need to keep an eye on all of them just in case
their habits change. We have seen a lot of these unusual insects in fields this year, and I would expect that as we spray
less we will begin to see more of these things that are not common in cotton. Most of them will be insignificant – we
hope.
As we spray less, beneficial insect populations will become more and more important. Netting these days is
producing many of our “friendlies”, including big eyed bugs, spiders, wasps, nabids, assassin bugs, ladybugs, and
others. We are seeing beneficials that we seldom find in cotton fields, and I can only attribute this to reduced spraying.
In general, when you sweep cotton with a net and find large numbers and a wide range of insect types then beneficial
numbers are likely high. The trick then is to know which insects are good and which are bad; as I have told several of
you, this is something you as a farmer should be familiar with no matter how great your consultant is.
We all know that insecticides destroy beneficials, so the decisions to spray must be very carefully weighed,
considering the value of good bugs. When you kill them they cannot help you, and they may not be able to return to
fields in time to be of much value. The thought that keeps returning to me every time I think about this is that our
cotton industry really developed prior to the advent of boll weevils, when all these other insects were here in large
numbers. Farmers were able to produce cotton without insecticides. We now have weevil-free fields, so maybe we
need to give nature a chance again. It will take a lot of cotton at these prices to pay for the kind of insect control
program we used to run.
Weeds have been a big deal for many of you. I hesitate to say this, but for many of you the RR technology has
not been cost effective because you missed the “window” to use it because of rain. Some have resorted to selective
grass herbicides as a way of getting out of trouble, and this has added costs we did not need. I believe that hooded
sprayers will be the key to cleaning up many fields this year; we need to concentrate on learning how to use this tool to
our best advantage.

Corn:

I hesitate to say just how good the corn crop looks, but corn is really showing us what it can do when it gets the
kind of weather it really needs. Some of the early-planted fields will be reaching maturity in just a few more days. This
is an especially critical time for water; if you have a good crop now please don’t hesitate to run irrigation right up to the
black layer stage in order to maximize yields.
We have seen some unusual things in corn too. Chinch bugs have been found attacking corn in tassel,
something I have never seen before. We had a buildup of corn leaf blotch miners in later planted fields, but it seems
they will not cause economic injury. Sugar cane beetles have been more destructive than any year since acreage
increased, with some fields having thirty to fifty percent damage. I also found sugar cane beetles destroying cotton
plants in several areas.
I really don’t have a handle on the Southwestern corn borer situation, but as ears begin to form we need to be
looking for these. Check around leaf collars and ear stalks for the larvae that are white with rows of black spots.
Spraying may be justifiable where populations are high, but this application is difficult because of the volume of water
needed. I would suggest that if you attempt an application it should be done while dew is heavy to take advantage of
the free water, and a surfactant should be added to help move the insecticide into areas where the larvae are feeding.
Later planted fields will be more vulnerable to problems, as always. Spend time walking fields and take note
of any indications of feeding in whorls and around leaf collars. This may indicate corn earworms, SWCB, or other
caterpillars. Call if you need help in evaluating problems.
Soybeans:
Like corn, soybeans are looking good as a result of good rainfall. Most fields are blooming, and early
maturing varieties will be setting pods. Watch closely for grasshoppers, loopers, three cornered alfalfa hoppers, and
stink bugs. As with cotton, beneficial insects are at high levels in most fields. Many fields are already showing high
numbers of green clover worms and loopers, so you may want to consider the two oz./ac. rate of Dimilin that has proven
so effective in heading off these pests.
The likelihood for disease development is high this year because of the rain and cool nights, but with prices so
low it’s hard to justify spending the dollars. It would be interesting to do a few acres just to see the difference in yield,
and to test the practicality of fungicide applications, but this kind of thing will be a luxury this year.
Other Stuff:
We have quite a bit of UNR cotton around the area this year, take time to ride around and look at it and some
of the no-till fields. A lot of you are trying new ideas this year; make notes and let’s share our successes – and failures.
We have a few acres of UNR planted no-till into fields that have not been worked in several years near Sallis – this is a
demonstration just to test the feasibility of doing this. Call me if you would like to take a look at it.
Before you hear it from someone else I should tell you that Extension is planning some changes. The support
you to get from us should actually improve. We are living in a rapidly changing world, so even the basic things must
change to keep pace. I am very optimistic about this, and I hope you will view it this way as well. You will be hearing
more about this during the coming months, but for now it’s still business as usual.
In Summary:
I don’t think any of you would say that we can continue farming with prices like this, but we all have hopes for
the future. A new farm bill may be in the works, but with the situation we have in D.C. right now I can’t imagine what
it might look like. Our representatives must be seeing the situation we’re in these days, but it wouldn’t hurt to tell them
when you have a chance. Without some indication of positive change the long winter will start early this year.
The Boll Weevil Referendum did pass, so maybe we can expect eradication to change into the “maintenance”
phase next year. There are “rumors” of more federal funding to offset much of the debt you were about to take on. This
will hopefully reduce the annual payment, but I have not heard more on this yet.
Do the best you can to avoid unnecessary expenses – this is the only way out of our present predicament.
Sincerely,

Ernest H. Flint, Ph.D.
Area Agent/Agriculture

